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Ransquawk is critical to your business



Are there different channels? - Yes!
Every Ransquawk channel delivers:

 All major Economic releases (US, EUROZONE, UK) 

 Every major Central Bank speaker (Fed, BOC, ECB, BOE, BOJ and SNB) 

 Critical geopolitical event analysis 

 Market rumors pertinent to each channel 

 Then each individual channel provides our listeners a tailor-made range of news for each asset class 

      Key technical set-ups provided by our team of technical analysis professionals 

Ransquawk fixed income*

 Key option plays in major bond and interest rate contracts 

 Major flows, key yield levels and curve analysis

 Major government bond auctions and refunding announcements (US, EUROZONE, UK)

 Bond auction assessment and reporting

 Key refunding announcements

 Market moving corporate deal pricings and unwinds

Ransquawk equities*

 Major company earnings (FTSE, DAX, CAC, STOXX, SMI, DJI, S&P, NASDAQ) 

 Broker upgrades/downgrades

 Company restructurings

 M&A activity 

 Lawsuits, FDA notices and SEC company investigations

 New products, joint ventures and new contracts

Ransquawk FX*

 Timely analysis on interest rate movements around the G10

 Major currency options barriers

 International capital and trade flows

 M&A activity and the associated FX risk

 FX reserves analysis

 G10 politics and FX intervention 

Ransquawk commodities

 Commentary from EIA, OPEC, IEA and IAEA top officials

 Latest weather forecasts in the US from Weather Derivatives, Accuweather, NOAA, USCG and NHC

 Analysis of major movers in the CRB and DJ-AIG index

 External market developments affecting supply and demand (e.g. US dollar flows)

*Ransquawk Gold Channel brings Fixed Income, Equities and FX channels all in one integrated source of information

Real-time Analysis and News Limited 
(Ransquawk) is a voice delivered market 
analysis, news, commentary and alert 
service tailored to the needs of the 
professional trader
What is Ransquawk?

    Ransquawk disseminates market information direct to you via either the Internet or dedicated fixed line / dealer board

Ransquawk delivers unmatched news, analysis and information flow in real-time in addition to anticipated economic releases  
and events

The team at Ransquawk speak to analysts, journalists, brokers and traders worldwide whilst looking at 30 screens of various 
newswires, independent feeds and multiple TV channels scouring these sources for potential market moving information

Ransquawk boasts a talented team of analysts with knowledge and experience who are always in touch with the markets  

and current events 

Ransquawk is the benchmark analyst service for the trading industry

      The recent turmoil has taught us that markets do not wait for the facts before making a decision. We at Ransquawk 
       know the value of timely information and we are committed to searching out the news before it becomes a headline. 

What markets does Ransquawk cover?

      Ransquawk covers bond, STIR and Index futures along with cash bonds and equities in the US, UK and Eurozone, as well as     
      NYMEX crude oil, natural gas and precious metals. R.A.N has a stand alone FX service which covers all the major currency pairs.

      Apart from the news on the ‘squawk box’, Ransquawk will also provide your traders the following research:

      European Opening Sheets: These include a daily calendar and pivots at 0630 GMT/0030 CDT and overnight US, European  
      and Asian news ahead of the Bund open at 0700 GMT/0100 CDT. 

      UK Opening Sheets: These include a full rundown of UK news for the Short Sterling open at 0730 GMT/0130 CDT and Gilt  
      futures open at 0800 GMT/0200 CDT. 

      European Equities Sheets: These include a full rundown of every major piece of news affecting companies in the European 
      bourses ahead of 0800 GMT/0200 CDT.

      US customers also receive 1245 GMT/0600 CDT rundowns of the entire European session in front of the Chicago pit open   
      at 1320 GMT/0720 CDT and full equity rundowns in front of the US stock market open at 1430 GMT/0830 CDT.

Join us today for a free trial and learn why 80% of all first time listeners 
turn Ransquawk into a permanent voice


